ABSTRACT. In this paper we show that any a G %n (respectively a G Q m ) can be represented by a closed smooth (respectively closed, oriented smooth) manifold M m admitting a smooth (Z/2) m (respectively S^-action with a finite stationary set. We also completely determine the Grassman manifolds CG nk , HG nk and G nk which are oriented boundaries as well as those which represent non-torsion elements in f2*.
In [18] and [19] one of the authors has completely determined the jF-Grassmann manifolds which are unoriented cobordant to zero. See also [25] . In Section 2 of this paper we address the question as to which of the flag manifolds are unoriented boundaries. One has the following result which reduces this problem to the consideration of only the real case: 
. m
The above theorem is proved by comparing the mod 2 cohomology rings of the real, complex, and quaternionic flag manifolds and the formulae for their Stiefel-Whitney classes, (cf. [17] and [18] ).
In case 7 -C, or 9{ the manifold 7G(n\,..., n s ) is simply connected and is therefore orientable. In the real case ^G(n\,.. .,n s ) is orientable if and only if n\ = • • • = n s mod 2 [ 12] . In Section 3, we determine completely the manifoldsG n ,ki CG n^ and 7(G n^ which are oriented boundaries. We also establish that for suitable choice of orientations, IXG(2ni,..., 2n s y\ = [?{G(n\,..., n s )] and obtain partial results concerning ^F-flag manifolds which are oriented boundaries (7 -^ C or 7C).
In their monumental work [7] , Conner and Floyd consider cobordism with group actions. It is shown in [7] that the unoriented cobordism class of a manifold M on which there exists an action <j> of (Z/2) k with finite stationary point set S is determined by the tangential (Z/2)*-modules T X M, x G S. In fact by Stong [22] , the class of (M, </>) in the cobordism ring of unoriented manifolds with unrestricted (z/2)*-action is determined by the family of (z/2)^-modules T X M, x G S. In this paper we show that every element in the unoriented cobordism group ty (resp. the oriented cobordism ring Q*) can be represented by a manifold M on which (Z>/2) k (resp. the circle S l ) acts with a finite stationary point set S. This is achieved by considering suitable actions of (Z/2) k (resp. S l ) on the real (resp. complex) projective spaces and Milnor manifolds. In the case of oriented cobordism, we also need a result of Stong [23] . Throughout we work in the differentiable category. Most of our notations are as in [6] or [7] . In particular [M]2 will denote the unoriented cobordism class of the compact closed manifold M.
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/c -actions and unoriented cobordism. In this section we obtain partial results concerning the problem of determining flag manifolds iFG(«i,..., n s ), s > 3, which are unoriented boundaries for f = ^ C, or M. The case s = 2, which corresponds to Grassmann manifolds, was completely settled by one of us in [18] (ii) Let a(n) denote the number of l's in the dyadic expansion of n. The condition in Theorem 2.1(b) that n\(n\ • • -n s \) be odd is equivalent to the following condition which is easier to verify (cf. [21] ): 
Since G is abelian F is G-stable, and the action of G on F factors through an action of G = G/(t) on F. The stationary point set for the action of G on G is also S.
• 3. Oriented cobordism of Grassman manifolds. In this section we obtain complete solution to the problem of determining which of the Grassmannians TG n^ 7 -C or tH, or G n^ are oriented boundaries, and which of these represent non-torsion elements in the ring Q*. We also obtain partial results on the same problem for the family of flag manifolds. Proofs involve well-known geometric arguments and calculations of Pontrjagin numbers.
The main results of this section are: We are ready to prove the main result of this section.
. (i) (Mong [16]). If k or n -k is even, then the signature of CG n^ is non-zero and [CG n^] generates an infinite cyclic group of£l2k(n-ky (ii) Ifn is even and k is odd, then CG n^ is an oriented boundary.

THEOREM 3.2. (i) Ifn is even, then 2[G n^] = [G n^] when the manifolds are suitably oriented, (ii) G n^ is an oriented boundary ifn or k is odd. G^ik i s an oriented boundary ifk is odd. (Hi) [G2n2k\ generates additively an infinite cyclic subgroup ofÇl^n^) tf n ^ 2k or if k is even.
THEOREM 3.3. (i) If nt is odd for all i, then all the Pontrjagin numbers of 1{^G(n\,.. ., n s ) are zero. Further, if s is even or if nt = nj for some i ^ j then %G(n\,.... n s ) is an oriented boundary. (ii) [%G{2n\,..., n s )] = [?(G(n\,..., n s )] for any sequence of positive integers n\,..., n s and any s > 2. If at most one of the integers n\,.. .,n s is odd then the L-genus of[9{G{n\,..., n s )] is non-zero and [J(G(n\,..., n s )] has infinite additive order.
Let
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1. We need only prove 3.1 (ii). Assume that n is even and that k is odd. By dimension considerations all Pontrjagin numbers of CG n^k are zero in this case. By Theorem 1. 1 and [19] , it follows that all the Stiefel-Whitney numbers of CG n^ are also zero. Hence CG n x is an oriented boundary.
• (ii) We know that any oriented Grassmannian G n^k is an unoriented boundary. If n is even and k is odd then dim G n^ = k(n -k) is odd. Hence for dimension reasons all the Pontrjagin numbers of G nik are zero, and therefore it must be an oriented boundary. If n is odd, G Hik is non orientable [12] . It follows that the deck transformation t: G n^k -> G n^k that reverses the orientation on each oriented vector space A E G n^ is an orientation reversing involution of the manifold G n^k . Therefore it follows (cf. p. 186, [15] ) that all the Pontrjagin numbers of G Hik are zero, and hence G n^ is an oriented boundary.
In case k is odd 0 is an orientation reversing smooth involution of G^2k by Lemma 3.5. Hence, for k odd, [G^ 2k\ -0-To prove 3.2(iii), consider the bundle isomorphism [9] : T0(7 0 7) ^2n7 where r = r(G2 n 2k) and 7 stands for l2n,ih From the product formula for Pontrjagin classes [4] , one has the following formula for the total rational Pontrjagin class pir))
The total Pontrjagin class p(l <g> 7) can be calculated as follows [5] : Formally write p(7) = Eo</<*/>« = III<I<*(1 + *?). Then 
Using (2)- (4) (2m 1 ,...,2m,) ;^)by a map which sends /?/(/') to/?/(^-) where £• is the canonical 2m / -plane bundle over %G(2m\,..., 2m 5 ) . In fact this isomorphism may be taken as the restriction to P of a* where a is a certain 'inclusion' of 9{G(2m\,..., 2m s ) Now assume that at most one of the « r -'s is odd. We will show by induction that the signature a (^HG(n\,..., n v ) ) is non-zero. If s = 2, which is the case of the Grassmannian, the signature of ( HG(n\^ni) has been calculated by Mong [16] to be non-zero precisely when n\ri2 is even. Observe that M = frtG(n\,..., n s ) is the total space of a smooth orientable bundle with base B = HG(yi\ + /i2,«3, •. .,n s ) and fibre F -9iG(n\,ni). Note that since B is simply connected, it follows from [5] that with respect to suitable orientations on the manifolds, a(M) = a(B)a(F). Our assumption onni,...,n s implies that at most one of the numbers n\ +ri2, «3,..., n s is odd. Also n\m is even and a(F) ^ 0. 
